Redox-linked conformational changes in bovine heart cytochrome c oxidase: picosecond time-resolved fluorescence studies of cyanide complex.
Picosecond time-resolved fluorescence studies are carried out on cyanide-inhibited and heat-modified cytochrome c oxidase in aqueous lauryl maltoside surfactant solution, as well as in an aqueous vesicle, to understand the conformational changes associated with electron transfer and proton pumping activity of the enzyme. The tryptophan fluorescence decay profiles follow a four exponential model, which also matches the lifetime maxima obtained in a maximum entropy method analysis. The fast lifetime components are highly affected by the reduction and chemical modification of the enzyme. Changes in these lifetime components are related to the conformational changes in the vicinity of the heme centers of the enzyme. The cyanide-inhibited enzyme in the oxidized form shows a fluorescence decay profile similar to that of the native oxidized form, indicating that the conformational changes due to cyanide binding are very small. However, reduction of the cyanide-inhibited enzyme that leaves cyanide bound heme alpha3 oxidized causes a large increase in the fluorescence lifetimes, which indicates very significant conformational changes due to electron transfer to the dinuclear Cu(A) and heme alpha centers. A comparison of the tryptophan fluorescence decay of various other modified forms of the enzyme leads us to propose that the possible site of conformational coupling is located near heme alpha instead of the binuclear heme alpha3-Cu(B) center.